Wall sleeves with puddle flanges
Diameters to fit all American pipe sizes and International Pipe Sizes

Westatlantic Tech Corp., steel wall sleeves provide entry openings for pipes and conduit entering a building through the concrete foundation walls. Puddle flange sleeves are cast in the walls between the forms during pouring of the wall.

The annular space between the pipe and the sleeve are sealed with a modular seal for a complete watertight entry.

When more than one pipe passes through the same sleeve a multi WA-GP seal is used to seal all the pipes or conduit through the sleeve.
**Wall Sleeve: Diameter range:**
2 inches – 120 Inches (DN 50 - DN 3000)

**Material:**
304L stainless steel  
Galvanized steel  
Shop prime steel  
Other Types on request

**Length:**
Standard: 12 Inches  
Available: 4 inches to 20 ft.

**Puddle Flange:** Midway on Wall sleeve, 2” above the sleeve outside diameter.  
*On request puddle flange may be mounted any position on the sleeve*

---

**See Steel Wall Sleeves**  
**Modular Seals**  
**Multi-pipe-Seals**

---
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